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A lot of you are probably back in your parent’s home country, 
the United States, for the summer or on furlough. Going 
back can be a roller coaster of emotions and it’s hard to 
process them all. Here are a few things to keep in mind when 
visiting....

#1 You are beautiful! 

Something I struggle with, when going back to the States, is comparing myself 
to others. I don’t have all the same cute clothes my friends have; I don’t wear 
as much makeup as they do; I don’t have a big-enough purse. The list goes on. 
It’s so easy to feel out of place, and well not beautiful, when you don’t have the 
same American things that they have. But you have to remember Who made 
you and who’s approval you’re looking for. You are made in the image of the 
King of Kings, so how on earth can you not be beautiful? 

“The king is enthralled by your beauty; honor Him, for He is your lord.” –
Psalm 45:11

#2 You aren’t weird! 

Another hard part of going back to the States is feeling so out of touch, and 
weird. You’ve been away for a long time and you have no idea what some of the 
phrases you’re hearing mean or what the most popular movies are. Sometimes 



people even stare at you as though you’re an alien from Mars because you don’t 
even look like an American anymore. But you know what? It’s ok to be 
different. Different doesn’t mean weird and being set apart from everyone else 
isn’t something to fear, but something to cherish. 

“But the LORD said to Samuel, "Do not consider his appearance or his height, 
for I have rejected him. The LORD does not look at the things man looks at. 
Man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart." -1 
Samuel 16:7

#3   Be money-wise!

Ok, so this last one doesn’t have much to do with self esteem or anything 
emotional. But I do think it’s important to be wise with your money while 
back in the States. It’s so easy to get overwhelmed, and overjoyed, at seeing 
Target or Old Navy or Bath and Body Works or Half-Price Books. It’s way too 
easy to spend $100 and then realize you can’t stuff everything in your suitcase 
and have it be under the weight limit. It’s perfectly fine to buy special things, 
but be wise with what you’re buying and make sure you really need it, really 
want it, and that it really doesn’t weigh much! 

“Honor the LORD with your wealth, with the first fruits of all your crops…” –
Proverbs 3:9 

#4   Place your identity in Christ!

It’s easy to try and please others in a new environment. I often find myself 
feeling lost and, well, not like myself when I’m in the States. The key to 
avoiding this is to firmly place your identity in Christ. Don’t change who God 
created you to be for others. Be who He created you to be and let your actions 
be based on His Word.  



“Now it is God who makes both us and you stand firm in Christ. He anointed 
us, set his seal of ownership on us, and put his Spirit in our hearts as a deposit, 
guaranteeing what is to come.” -2 Corinthians 1:21-22


